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Placement Grids

To Grid or not to Grid

 Some designers use a grid pattern for part placement

 Easiest way to align parts in rows and columns

 Place parts using the largest grid possible for conformity and 

maximum routing channels

 Leave room for a standard fanout grid when placing

 Gridded parts make (ECO) edits easier

 Makes for nice symmetry – sets up channel routing

 ALWAYS go for electrical performance over everything else

 Symmetrical placement looks nice and is good for routing 

channels, but may not always be best placement
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Placement Grids

Benefits of Placing parts in rows and columns

 Helps with thermal issues and test forces at assembly

 Step and repeat of ‘like’ groups easy to set up
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Placement Grids

Benefits of Placing parts in rows and columns

 Helps with via placement, ref des placement, and rework

Picture reprinted with permission from Rick Hartley
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Placement Grids
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When parts are placed in rows and columns 

 Placement openings may be available that 

can be filled on many routing layers



Placement Grids
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Small Capacitor Placement on a grid 
Center caps on the via grid 

Alternate direction placement of caps has lower 

inductance than caps all the same direction*

Bottom view 

of board

*Source of Info: Rick Hartley



Placement Grids

Gridded Placement for parts

 Parts placed on ‘whole’ metric grid

 All parts can be placed using the same major grid

 Different minor grids for vias and routing

 Gridded parts placement make placement of vias

and routing VERY easy

 Vias and routing equidistant from everything

 Metric vs Imperial

 mm Grids DO NOT have to equate to mil grid 

(Use .1mm, .2mm, .25mm, etc)
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TH Fanout Via Grids
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A Through Hole Fanout Grid can:

 Allow for good power/ground paths into BGA’s 

 Ensure 100% testability of signals

 Provide excellent routing channels - Any vias can be set 

up in a gridded fashion to facilitate routing channels

 Through holes generally less expensive than microvias

 As parts get larger, more creative solutions may be 

needed 

 If a fan out grid is used (in an area), deviate only as a 

last resort

 Vias should not block ability to route



TH Fanout Via Grids

Traditional TH grid pattern for BGAs - via grid is ½ BGAs pitch

 Very important to provide good channels for power, ground and 

capacitors underneath
 Can fall on natural divisions, good for partitioning signals
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TH Fanout Via Grids
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Routing grid set to ¼  BGA pitch

 With a .8mm pitch BGA placed on a .4mm 

grid, routing is on .2mm grid (or .1mm grid)

 A spacing constraint would still allow signals 

to be closer to one side than the other

.2mm grid 

would 

keep 

signals 

centered

.1mm grid 

would 

allow two 

signals 

centered



TH Fanout Via Grids
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BGA Cavities
 Cavities inside BGAs can be filled with gridded 

fanout vias

 Allow room for signals to flow in opposite direction



TH Fanout Via Grids
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Reprinted from Virtual PCB 2011,

Tom Hausherr, PCB Libraries

Many Kinds of TH fanout via 

grids can be utilized for Fanout

and still have routing channels



TH Fanout Via Grids
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Example of simple via grids set up for Channel Routing

Any kind of part, any configuration may work well

The routing must avoid antipad openings



TH Fanout Via Grids

Non-aligned vias can cause routing problems
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 Not consistent number of routes available

 All signals are not equal as to being aggressor/victim

 TH vias may block ALL other routing on internal layers
Picture reprinted with permission from Keven Coates, Texas Instruments, Inc
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uVia Fanout Via Grids

HDI Fanout Grids can:

 Set up routing channels that greatly improve efficiency of 

routing on many layers

 Will need a plane nearby in stack for return current

 Will have smaller antipads than TH vias

 Can be used in grid combination with through hole vias or 

blind or buried vias

 When simple HDI type is used, may have cost equality 

with TH vias

 May have reduced layer count 

 May have smaller board size
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uVia Fanout Via Grids
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Channels might be set up very 

differently to fan out a small pin count 

device vs a very large pin count device

 Much more complex pattern needed to get 

more signals out of high pin count part

Reprinted with permission from BGA Breakouts & Routing by Charles Pfeil



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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The uVia placement grid can add to layout efficiency

 HDI vias can be centered in, offset from, tangent to, or 

swung out from surface mount pads to set up routing 

channels 



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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Microvias, TH vias and Buried Vias in gridded 

Combination

 uVias and buried vias may be used

in combination to set up routing in Type II 

or higher boards

1)1mm pitch BGA

2)uVia from layer 1 to layer 2

3)Buried Vias (lined up) from 

layer 2 to layer N-1

4)Allows for many routes 

through the channel on 

several layers

1)

2)

3)

4)



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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Example of Possible Fanout Grid

 Typical uVia in Pad Fanout

 28 routes on one routing layer



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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Offset uVia grid allows for 2 extra routes in 

every other column –

 34 routes on one layer



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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uVias grid with swing vias allows for great 

routing on other layers –

 30 routes on one layer



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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Add in some TH (or BB) Vias for Power & Gnd

 Line up the edges of the different sized vias

 26 routes on one layer plus pwr/gnd AND good for 

other layers



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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Grids can set up lots of ground plane for 

return current

 Pattern of uVias that ‘compliment’ each other

 Allows for pretty good plane fill

Green pads and 

traces are top 

layer; uVias 1-2 

are brown



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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The advantage of channeled Fanouts

 With good fanout patterns, you can effectively reduce the 

size of a large BGA array for routing

 With HDI, 1760 pins effectively reduced 41% to 1024

Reprinted with permission from BGA Breakouts & Routing by Charles Pfeil



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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Grids may help to set up “Boulevards”

uVias set up to open areas of rows and 

columns to create large channels



uVia Fanout Via Grids
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Gridded Channels set up for routing

Use your imagination to think of channels

Channel areas can be same or different

Reprinted with permission from BGA Breakouts & Routing by Charles Pfeil



Routing with Via Grids
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Routing with TH Via Grids

When used, designer knows during planning stages there 

will be routing and return room for signals

Providing return path helps signal energy return to source

Signals’ return path should avoid antipad openings

Grids can be the same or different in each area, as needed

 Just like fan out grid, if a routing grid is used in an area, 

deviate only as a last resort (in that specific area)

 In tight areas, leave several routing channels open for last 

minute changes or ECO’s



Routing with Via Grids

Set up Through Hole vias for a Routing pattern

 Allows for lots of signals to flow in a N-S direction

 Also can allow for E-W routing as well 
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Routing with Via Grids
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TH Via Grid set up for E-W routing
 Line up vias with the vias inside BGA

 Can set up TH via channels for many layers to get 

more signals out of large BGAs



Routing with Via Grids
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TH Via Grids set up in rows to turn signals
 More E-W room needed than N-S routing



Routing with Via Grids
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Organized via grid/routing channels
SM R-Pak and TH vias

ViasR-pakViasR-pak



Routing with Via Grids
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Different grids in different areas
 Set up grids all around the BGA, when needed



TH Fanout Via Grids

Routing grid can set up spacing to be larger than 

trace width

 When space is available, it’s a good DFM practice to 

add extra space to areas between anything copper 

(traces, pads) – especially if using thick copper

 Etch compensation affects how close traces and 

spaces can be based on cu thickness
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Spaces

Traces

THIS

Grid Grid

NOT THIS

Grid Grid

Spaces

Traces



Routing with Via Grids
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Reprinted with permission from BGA Breakouts Update by Charles Pfeil

Starting grid at BGA edges

 Bring 1st and 2nd row of TH vias out and away before 

starting grid to give more route room for 3rd and 4th

row BGA escape

 Also keeps parts from being placed too close to BGA



Routing with Via Grids
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TH Fanout via grid for signals to flow through

 If grid is not needed to get signals out of small part, it 

can still be set up for signals that flow on other layers 

through that region the board

100 pin, .5mm BGA (no HDI), 

8 (16c8) TH vias



Routing with Via Grids
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Line up vias for busses to route easily 



Grids in Board Design
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Additionally:

 Parts can be set up on any grid that works for the board

 Any part orientation will work

 Sections can be routed (or partially routed) with grid 

before placement to see exact amount of room needed

 Gridded parts can be easier to assemble – especially by 

hand

 Gridded vias can be set up in a broad pattern to become 

test points

 Parts and Board must meet #1 Design Rule - Circuit 

Performance (SI/EMI) Must Take Priority over all else



Thanks for your Attention!

Questions?
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